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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

I've always been a keen storyteller from a young age, starting out in 

theatre and over time as it became easier to create short films and 

put them out to the world through the internet I pretty much taught 

myself how to create and promote. I'm definitely still learning but if 

you want to do something, you just have to throw yourself into it and 

enjoy the ride. 

 

What inspires you?  

It can be anything from a piece of music, another film or even just a 

random though as I'm staring out the window on the bus. My mind 

often creates stories to entertain itself when I'm bored on long 

journeys or at work.  

 

What inspired you to make Metalhedz and The Demon’s Heart?  

As always life inspires, and events in my own life in which I've found 

myself experiencing something similar. I often draw upon my own 

feelings and encounters to help push a story and drive the characters. 

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

It's a hell of a lot tougher than you might expect, but don't let that 

stop you. Keep the passion for creativity and find your own way past 

the obstacles along the way. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simon Fox 
www.DragonstonePictures.com  

www.metalhedz.co.uk 

The Demon’s Heart 

Metalhedz Webseries 
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

I grew up in a small place in the countryside and most films I saw 

were in the local cinema house every Tuesday night. I was always 

drawn to stories, especially fantasy. I used to read allot of books too. I 

first began to study filmmaking in high-school, where I made a 

comedy-fantasy film about the Messiah coming to save my small 

hometown. a few years later, when I wanted to choose what to study, 

I debated between two subjects: Filmmaking and Astronomy, and 

eventually I chose filmmaking. I'm happy about it because I think 

films can make us anybody we want, and I can always make a film 

about the stars too. 

 

What inspires you? 

What really inspires me are people who follow their dreams. I think 

we all have dreams and it takes real bravery even just to decide we 

want to try to follow our dreams. I doesn't even matter if we succeed, 

the only thing important is that we love ourselves enough to think we 

deserve to try. 

 

What inspired you to make The Field? 

Usually when I write a story it stars with an image I have in my head, 

and the same with this film. I had an image of the small and beautiful 

valley I live in, all in grey colors with huge machines working the 

fields instead of people with tractors, and in the middle of all stands 

one man who control all the machines. I am very connected to the 

place I grew up in and seeing it destroyed like that in my imagination 

struck me very hard. I was compelled to revive this image. 

 

Share a "fun fact" about The Field 

We were on a tight deadline by the film-fund that supported the 

production of this film. Two weeks before shooting we realized we 

haven't enough time to complete the film with its current scrips for 

different reasons. We almost cancelled the production, but my dear 

wife who is also my partner in this film supported me and told me not 

to give up. The next day I woke up and took my bicycle to the fields 

and wrote a new and simpler script. We had to make a lot of changes 

in cast and crew because the production dates had changed. I even had 

to change the DOP. Eventually we made the deadline, where in the 

last day I worked continuously for 34 hours. 

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

My advice to a filmmakers starting out would be this: Follow your 

dream! We all have ideas in our heads, and most of the time when we 

think about telling them to others we think they sound stupid and 

boring. Don't let yourself think they're not good. Be brave and bring 

them to life, because that's the only way to truly learn about yourself 

and to eventually become a good storyteller and filmmaker. 
 

 

 

Omer Sasson 

 
The Field 
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

When I was 7 years old I decided I wanted to be a filmmaker, so I did. I told stories 

every way I could since I was little and eventually went to film school. It wasn't 

film school that made me a filmmaker at all, it was everything I did outside of 

school. Every weekend, I found myself driving out of town to work on any set that 

would take me. It was way better than any of the parties I skipped.  

 

What inspires you? 

Life. Matter is never created nor destroyed, it just changes form. I glean from 

experiences and observations. I listen to the stories that my characters have to tell 

me, it's really a journey of exploration. Art is a never-ending adventure.  

 

What inspired you to make The Last Line? 

I woke up one day and said "Hmmm I think I'll make a movie" so I called up some 

friends and they asked me "Do you have a script?" I didn't. But I did sit on my 

porch with a teacup of whiskey and convert one of my poems to a script. That 

evening was full of self-exploration and things that could've changed. I was going to 

enter my senior year of college and I asked myself "If x didn't happen, what would y 

be like?" and it came down to "If I could change my last relationship and make it 

not happen, would I do it?" I think that's what Josie ended up realizing at the end of 

the film.  

 

Share a "fun fact" about The Last Line. 

Henry the DP and Alethea who plays Young Josie first met on this set, day 1 of 

filming. Now they are married and living in Utah!  

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 
You will always learn the most from your first film, usually by failing 

and having to fix it before anyone finds out haha, take that from a first 

time filmmaker.  

 

Take the risk, but do it in the smartest way possible. Seriously, the 

worst thing anyone can tell you is no and sometimes that's the best 

answer. Always take the no over the maybe because they're not not 

hanging on anything.  

 

On the other hand, don't settle. Remember that you don't HAVE to 

settle for a flip cam and youtube channel. Work for it, network, put a 

dollar in a jar every day, get a beer sponsor or four. You CAN make a 

solid film to show the world. "I have no money or connections" is 

never an excuse. Go out there, go make it, go find sponsors, find a 

more creative way to do things. You CAN do it. I believe in you. 

Make the movie you want to make. Make it something you're proud 

of. You got this!  

 

To keep up with me and my latest projects, follow me on 

Twitter/Instagram @BeverlyTanFilm or find me at 

Stage32.com/BeverlyTan. I'm friendly so feel free to connect and talk 

to me! 
 

  

 

 

Beverly Tan 

 
The Last Line 
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

Becoming filmmakers was a present of life for us, we met and instantly we 

knew we wanted to create together something between our passions: the 

love of life and people, journalism, photography, opening doors and asking 

questions, always staying curious and keeping our child look and in a way 

innocence. 

 

What inspires you? 

Life is our main inspiration. We are very curious by nature and always 

wandering around streets and events to see the unexpected and follow paths 

others won't. Georges Pérec the French writer calls this the "infra-ordinaire" 

which is a definition we love. 

 

What inspired you to make Chasing Bonnie & Clyde? 

Olivier's girllfriend at first who thought Bonnie and Clyde were such 

amazing characters they deserve a cinematic documentary.  

And then this whole idea about the State of Texas being able to show a 

completely different perspective about justice: who would expect that this 

tough on crime, conservative, death penalty master, guns lovers would also 

be able to think "hey you know what prisons are too expensive, and if we 

help criminals, if we give them a second chance with real solutions for their 

reentry it will cost us less and it will be better for the society" that's 

amazing. Also Bonnie and Clyde fans are such a nice crowd, it was fabulous 

to be with them and share with them this story: it is not about the crime, it is 

about the power of fascination. 

 

Share a "fun fact" about Chasing Bonnie & Clyde 

Our first shooting trip for this project started at the Bonnie & Clyde Ambush 

Festival in Gibsland, Louisiana. It was a surreal atmosphere. We were in the 

middle of nowhere, north western part of Louisiana, near the border with 

Texas. On the Saturday, the reenactors group (Public Enemies) did 4 gigs 

playing Bonnie & Clyde, the cops and they even did the "ambush" when 

Bonnie and Clyde were killed. It was fabulous (see the pics attached).  We 

were surrounded by a crowd of Public enemies era fans who were so nice 

and fun but they were all wearing outfits from the 30ies. It was fantastic and 

we were not believing what we had in front of us, it was almost a journey in 

the past and we were wondering: is this real? are we in the 21st century? So 

it was very, very funny. We also had so much fun in Louisiana for Olivier's 

birthday, the two of us ate a ton (literally) of crawfish, these are wonderful 

memories, kind of backstage moments audiences don't know about. 

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

Just go out, don't wait to get an expensive camera or the best idea or the best 

script... just go out and shoot something with your cellphone. Follow your 

passion, trust your emotions and create. Then show it to the world and share 

it. Your first piece might be a disaster, terribly bad but at least you made it 

real and then you can start a second piece and improve in your filmmaking. 

Also be sure to read a lot about filmmaking, watch tons of films, videos and 

in any genre. And last: filmmaking is all about entertainment, so you must 

feel happy when you do it, it's all there: have fun! 

 

 

 

 

 

Olivier Lambert 

& Thomas Salva 

contact@lumento.fr 

https://www.facebook.com/ChasingBC 

Chasing Bonnie & Clyde 

 

mailto:contact@lumento.fr
https://www.facebook.com/ChasingBC
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

 

I wanted to be a photographer. But in my country at that time there 

was no higher education in this profile. I had to enter the Film 

Institute. And so are the directors. 

 

What inspires you? 

 

I am inspired by my imagination and the possibility of their 

implementation. 

 

What inspired you to make Percorin? 

 

The ability to dive into the lives of the people 200 years ago and to 

show that they tortured the same questions and search for answers as 

they are now. 

 

Share a “fun fact” about Pechorin 

 

The most amazing thing is that the entire film was shot in a studio, in 

the pavilions. And more - in my film no frame was made using 

computer graphics. Sorry, not true. They are. The initial and end 

credits. And we shot on 35mm negative film. We were one of the last 

in Russia, who did it. 

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

 

Do not be afraid. Listen to everyone but stay true to yourself. 

 

________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Roman Khrushch 
www.romanfilm.ru 

romandirector@yandex.ru 

Pechorin 

 

http://www.romanfilm.ru/
http://romandirector@yandex.ru
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

 

I wouldn't say that I'm a filmmaker. I am a theater and performance 

artist, and this film is more a record of an experimental performative 

event than anything else.  

 

What inspires you? 

 

What doesn't?  

 

What inspired you to make Summer of ‘69? 

 

There is something arresting about the Manson family. Their murder 

spree was really an abrupt end of an era. They have become living 

legends. Folklore. Titans. I wanted to explore the love the family felt 

for one another. The love that a person would kill for.  

 

Share a "fun fact" about Summer of ‘69. 

 

There was no script to our film. Everything you see is improvisation. 

We camped out in a ghost town in eastern Washington for a few days 

while we filmed, and only afterwards did we create a narrative.  

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

 
Don't wait for someone to hand you something. Take it out of their 

cold, dead hands.  

________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Ellen Steves 
 

Summer of ‘69 
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

I’d wanted to direct films since I was a teenager after having watched Jurassic Park 

- what hooked me was that cinema can make an audience feel a whole range of 

emotions. After studying film at university, I started making music videos and some 

very short films. I got a camera and some editing software and approached bands at 

gigs to see if they’d be interested. I started off doing them for free but as I did more, 

I was given bigger budgets and I was able to be more creative. This led me to 

working with Collision Films in Bristol who had made music videos for Radiohead 

among others. I worked there as an editor and director and got to work with some 

incredible artists. With my passion being for live action narrative fiction, I applied 

for funding to make a short film called Luke & The Void which I was very fortunate 

to get. It was screened at festivals around the world and picked up some awards. 

Since then I have made a number of other shorts films, worked in corporate 

filmmaking and more recently have started to direct commercials. Continuing my 

passion for narrative fiction, Crocodile is my most recent short that I made in 

collaboration with xFilm. 

 

What inspires you? 

I take inspiration from a lot of things; science, art, music, people. And I like 

thinking about them from an unusual perspective. But I guess it’s a certain emotion 

that I feel from an idea or thought that makes me want to translate it into a film. 

 

What inspired you to make Crocodile? 

Originally, I was writing a much longer short film and realized it was going to take 

a while to make and fund, so I thought I’d try my hand at something really short in 

the meantime. I can’t remember where the idea for the crocodile character came 

from, but I was interested in doing something that explored audiences’ perception. 

There’s no fantasy in Crocodile and I never suggest that there is, but I was 

interested to see how an audience would read it. I also wanted to see if I could make 

something that evoked strong emotions in a really short duration and that led me to 

the themes in the film that I think are universally relatable. 

 

Share a "fun fact" about Crocodile. 

One of the big challenges for the project of course was building a crocodile puppet. 

After watching a few tutorials on YouTube on how to make a Muppet style puppet, 

I realized that I wouldn't have the time to take it on. So, I headed to twitter and put a 

call out. It was retweeted by Puppet Place here in Bristol. I had only one reply. Very 

fortunately it was from Jim Parkyn, a lead model maker at the Oscar winning 

Aardman Animations. He was keen to have a go at making a puppet and really liked 

the project so came onboard and designed and made the wonderful Crocodile 

creation. 

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

I think if you’re just starting out as a filmmaker, the best thing to do is make films. 

Don’t just talk about making films, write a script, get a camera and some editing 

software and go out and make a film. Once you’ve made a film, you are a 

filmmaker. The more you make, the more you learn. 

 

 

Matt Harris-Freeth 

 
 

Crocodile 
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

I grew up on 12 acres of woods in Appalachia.  During my college years I 

spent two summers in Yosemite National Park and when I was 22 I hiked 

the Appalachian Trail.  I can say, without hesitation, that these experiences 

changed me.  It is definitely my ongoing love affair with what is mysterious 

and wild in this world that calls me to do what I do.  I studied environmental 

sustainability for my masters at the University of Edinburgh but when I 

moved back to the US I chose a career in photography and film, in part 

because I wanted to make sure that the stories of the people working to 

make the world a more whole, more sustainable world are being 

heard.  Also, my father was a photographer and my mother is an educator, 

so much of what I do is also directly inspired by them.   

What inspires you? 
I am inspired by people, traditions and cultures that understand that our 

personal well-being is fundamentally entangled with the well-being of all 

other things.  Coming to understand our entanglement, our non-separation, 

is actually learning how to love.  We typically talk about love as something 

that happens between you and somebody that you know... but how can we 

learn how to love beyond what we can see?  Beyond faces that look like our 

own?  So naturally, I am very drawn to and inspired by traditions such as 

Buddhism, Shamanism, Hinduism, Deep Ecology, and various movements 

for social justice and equality.  Wherever there is a voice that speaks out in 

love... I am inspired. 

What inspired you to make The Vision Within? 

This film looks at how we can learn to hear and see our deepest inner 

visions for our lives.  And once we have discovered what we are passionate 

about, how do we put that in service of creating a world that is more just... a 

world that is more sustainable?  I think answering that question is one of the 

most critical challenges facing our planet today and I think that education 

and young people will have a big role to play as we make a transition 

towards a more sustainable world.  And so when Frostburg State University 

(the school featured in the film) approached me with the idea for the film, 

and said 'these are things we really believe in' I jumped right on board.   

Share a "fun fact" about The Vision Within. 

The scene where we are landing the plane in the rain forest is probably the 

single scariest thing that I have ever filmed.  It’s hard to tell from the 

footage, but when we landed in the mud we slid well over 200 feet and 

stopped just about 10 feet shy of the end of the runway and the beginning of 

the forest.  Even the pilot was sweating bullets! 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

I have 3 things to offer:  1.)  It’s all about the story.  You've got to find a 

great story with great characters and interesting challenges that you are in a 

unique position to tell.  If you don't have a story, you don't have a 

film.  2.)  Making a film takes a lot of time and it can be quite 

expensive.  So you have to ask yourself that question before you start, 'How 

much is this really going to cost and who is going to pay for it?'.  To 

succeed, you have you approach it like a business proposition as well as an 

art.  3.)  Despite that, you've got to just get out there and start filming.  The 

biggest barrier to making a film (or any art for that matter) is never taking 

the risk to start.  Just do it! 

 

Michael Snyder 
www.interdependentpictures.org 

 
The Vision Within 

 

http://www.interdependentpictures.org/
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

I loved movies since I was a child, because I was fascinated by the medium as such. The 

integration of story, visuals, sound and music in one piece established film as the ultimate art form 

for me. After I graduated from Highschool, however, I was too young to attend film school and 

thus decided to intern on Film sets while studying Theater-, Film and Media Studies at the 

University in Frankfurt. I was alienated by the unfriendly atmosphere on the German film sets as 

well as by the fact that I would never see women in head-of positions. At the same time, the 

German university culture was not exactly very empowering but rather followed antiquated 

hierarchical structures, with little room for innovation and creativity. It was only through the 

Fulbright Scholarship that I was able to study at The New School in New York, where I retrieved 

my love for filmmaking. Encouraged by my professors and peers, exposed to alternative ways of 

filmmaking and inspired by some amazing female directors I started to write and direct my own 

films. 

 

What inspires you? 

In general I draw inspiration from literature and philosophical works, theater and art performances, 

and a very small selection of films. They provide me with a sort of inspirational motivation that 

keeps me going and makes me want to create equally strong and challenging pieces of art. The 

actual essence for my work though, lies in my own experiences, as well as in close observation of 

my surroundings. I get excited by interesting characters and intricate psychologies around me.  

 

What inspired you to make Two Fish? 

The actual seed for this film was planted during my research for my Master’s thesis. I was looking 

specifically at how Western societies institutionalized death and established it as a negative driving 

force for productivity and neocapitalism. I wondered how we could get out this belief system when 

growing up in a society structured around a binary model of life and death. I then got inspired by 

the way in which children cope with situations of loss and conflict, finding explanations that allow 

a playfulness and lightness while that could equally serve as a substitute for our common western 

understanding of death. Thus, these two brothers and their beautiful plays and imaginary worlds 

became the center point of “Two Fish.” 

 

Share a "fun fact" about Two Fish. 

In “Two Fish” we consciously broke the three major “Don’t shoot with/in/on…” rules. We knew 

that the combination of animals, children and underwater shots would most probably cause certain 

challenges. The biggest one was to get the kids to dive under water and hold their breath. Our 

producer Sofia had organized a pool for us to shoot in, but since we were shooting at the beginning 

of May, we underestimated how freezing cold that pool would be. I got into the pool myself and 

shouted over to the kids shivering and with blue lips to join me in the water, because it actually 

wouldn’t be that cold once you are inside. Felix, our DoP had already turned into an ice block but 

didn’t seem too uncomfortable either. But the kids just wouldn’t want to come into the pool. We 

promised hot chocolates, pizza, sweets and legos and eventually got them to jump in for a brief 

moment, but it wouldn’t work for the film. So finally we rescheduled the shoot for June. This time, 

in a beautiful, heated pool that we rented. It turned out to be the most fun shoot day of the whole 

production. All crew, even those who didn’t actually have to get into the water got into their 

bathing suits and jumped in. A failed shoot day thus turned into a glorious end of the production. 

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

Focus. Fail. And endure.  

Don’t follow any established patterns or techniques. Find your own, stick to them and keep 

improving and refining them. Don’t let the industry pull you down. Tell yourself that you are good, 

no matter what others say. Talent is interest.   

 

Divina Hasselmann 
 

 

 
Two Fish 
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

 

I was a musician before I started making movies. I made a couple of 

music videos for one of the bands I was in and that piqued my interest 

in the filmmaking. From there I started to work on larger projects like 

short films.  

 

What inspires you? 

 

The process. I love the process of making a movie. From the writing, 

to the planning, to the production, to the post-production. I just really 

enjoy doing the work. Every film is a series of challenges and it's all 

about how one overcomes those challenges in the service of making a 

(hopefully) good movie. It's very rewarding once it's complete and 

you can see the fruits of everyone's labor.  

 

What inspired you to make Welcome Home? 

 

I was really into comedies like "His Girl Friday" and "Some Like it 

Hot". Those old movies that had quick, witty dialogue.  And I also 

really wanted to do a Caper film. So I kind of combined those 

influences along with some character sketches I did with my co-writer 

(Peter Balint) and from there we came up with the story. 

  

Share a "fun fact" about Welcome Home. 

 

The film has a completely original soundtrack written and performed 

by "Alabaster Shoals". Which is a pseudonym used by 

Writer/Director Justin Buckner.  

  

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

 

Have fun. If you're not having a great time while working on a film 

project then you're not doing it right. 

 

 

 
 

 

Justin Buckner 
 

The Studio on Mars 

www.thestudioonmars.com  

www.facebook.com/TheStudioOnMars 

 

 
Welcome Home 

 

http://www.thestudioonmars.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TheStudioOnMars
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 
Watching films has always been my favorite thing, and, in the back of 

my head, I had always wanted to be a filmmaker, but I was afraid it 

wasn't realistic.  I took some screenwriting workshops in college and 

was encouraged by my professor and classmates to keep it up, so I 

went to graduate school for filmmaking.  I wrote and directed my first 

film, RAFTBAG, as my thesis in 2010, and my second film, TOAST, 

in 2013. 

 

What inspires you? 

Filmmakers with a unique voice inspire me. I get true joy from 

watching an innovative scene or hearing brilliant dialogue. 

 

What inspired you to make Toast? 

For a time, I lived in the same apartment complex with my 

grandmother, great aunt and a lot of other widowed women. My 

grandmother in particular would sometimes say some pretty 

depressing things like she was lonely or she was ready to die.  The 

knee-jerk response is to say something like, "Oh, don't say that," or to 

brush it off, which is what most people do. It's natural to be afraid to 

think about the realities of death and loneliness. But, I felt like her 

feelings were valid, and deserved a voice. Around the time my 

grandmother passed, I was thinking about the idea of home a lot, and 

how its importance was sort of dissipating for me. The tale of TOAST 

came out of that time, and the desire to sort of weave those thoughts 

together, meditate on it and laugh about it.  

 

Stylistically, I tried to steal from the best. I think TOAST is a healthy 

blend of Truffaut, Bergman and Todd Solondz. 

 

Share a “fun fact” about Toast. 

I'll give you three fun facts.  First, since you have the above context, 

all of Gertrude's scenes are shot in my late grandmother's apartment, 

before it was sold and before her furniture was removed.  Secondly, 

Toast's lead actress, Lauren Argo is extremely dedicated to her 

roles.  She once spent 21 days living in the storefront of Louisville's 

21c Hotel. To get into her role as Sheena, who becomes homeless, she 

slept all night on my front porch in early November. Finally, Jon 

Burris who plays the Homeless Man (we decided his name was 

Russavier, though it's never said in the film) got himself very dirty in 

preparation for this role. This included dunking his beard in french 

onion soup while out at a bar.  This man was also the Best Man at my 

wedding. 

 

What advice would you give a filmmaker just starting out? 

Try to strike a healthy balance between trusting your own instincts 

and listening to other people's critiques. Easier said than done. I'm 

still learning. 

 

 

Grayson Johnson 
 

www.graysontylerjohnson.com 

 

 
 

Toast 

 

http://www.graysontylerjohnson.com/
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 

I started to make movies with my ski buddies, we shot our freestyle and 

freeride moves. Taking the shots was much more enjoyable for me than 

being on camera. Then I moved to a big city named Lyon with my best 

friends to attend a cinema school. I discovered old movies, film analysis, 

scripts, I loved it. 

 

What inspires you? 

Life inspires me. The stories you can hear at the bar. The people I know or 

met are my great inspiration for new stories. I learn every day by seeing 

movies and working on them. So my desire about making movies is growing 

on a daily basis. 

 

What inspired you to make JAKOB? 

I wanted to go in the unknown. I love SiFi, you have no limit and you have 

to imagine tomorrow with the past and the present. I wanted to have fun and 

create a unique universe with my team. I never worked on a green screen, I 

had never done a fighting scene or one with long dialogue. Jakob was my 

shot to do all of this and learn. 

 

Share a "fun fact" about JAKOB. 

In the last scene, my first-assistant is playing the role of the keeper (the one 

who open the door). In the court, he is sitting at the back. Unfortunately he 

wear an old suit and the pants was too tight for him. So he drop his pants 

off, because we see only his top in the scene. He was litteraly in underwear 

and with a tie and a suit jacket all day, while still being my first assistant on 

the shooting... It was hard to stay focus! 

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 

If you want to make a movie, do it, stop wondering. Do it! You don't need 

money or skills, shoot with what you have, go into this adventure with your 

heart and focus on finshing your film. A bad movie is still a better movie 

than one which don't exist, one which is stuck in your head. You will learn a 

lot and have something to show at the end, which is not a simple task. 

________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Eymeric Jorat 
 

 
JAKOB 
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How did you come to be a filmmaker? 
I guess you could say I became a filmmaker after I made my first short film, 

which was my junior year of high school. It was terrible, and I made sure 

that it exists nowhere for people to find. From there, I made 2 more short 

narratives and 2 short docs, all of them erased never to be seen because they 

also were f*cking awful. I did however begin working on a lot of indie 

productions, whether it was doing sound, PA work, or being a camera 

assistant. Upon going to film school, I kind of took a step back from 

production, and really took in the college experience during my freshman 

year. In my sophomore year, myself and a group of friends decided to enter 

the 100 Hour Film Fest, and that again was fu*cking awful as well, although 

the process was a dope. That following Spring, I made a short samurai-

fantasy film, which wasn't completely terrible, but still not worth showing 

people. That summer, I DP'd a short indie film in which I met Nakia Dillard, 

whom I later cast as "Wayne" in The Block. To circle back and actually 

answer the question, technically I've been a film maker for 7 years, but I 

didn't consider myself as one until we finished The Block. 

 

What inspires you? 
Music. Music is one of my biggest inspirations mostly because I started off 

as a musician and songwriter. The way lyrics, melody, harmony, 

instrumentation, rhythm, and tempo affect me is unlike anything else. When 

I hear something that moves me, I instantly imagine visuals to accompany 

them. While working on preproduction for The Block, I met with my 

composer and talked about the mood and tone of the film, as well as the 

instrumentation and sounds I wanted to hear. He played me some samples of 

what it was going to sound like, and it helped me visually create a palate 

based on the music I heard.  

 

What inspired you to make The Block?  
Unlike a lot of the other films here made purely out of passion, this film was 

a project for a class called Production Workshop. Basically, the junior class 

votes on 2 directors, cinematographers, producers and editors within the 

class, and each team is given a script. From there, crews are picked 

schoolyard-style amongst the rest of the students, and both teams have to 

make their movie. I personally was inspired to direct because I wanted to 

see if it was actually what I wanted to do with my life professionally. I was 

afraid at times the pressure and stress would break me mentally, but the only 

thing that kept me going was the idea that we would have a finished product 

in the end. Overall, the entire process itself was inspiring and really taught 

me about myself as a creative as well as a human being. 

 

Share a “fun fact” about The Block. 
Definitely not a "FUN" fact, but the two exterior night scenes were shot on 

the two coldest days of the past 15 years, with the temperature a 0 degrees, 

with a wind chill of -20 degrees. It was awful for everyone.  

 

What advice would you give to filmmakers just starting out? 
My advice for to anyone starting out in filmmaking is to watch season 1 of 

House of Cards on netflix, then re-watch it with the director's commentary. 

It's a clinic on how to tell a story. Also, learn about every job/position on 

set. Also, listen to XO/The Host followed by Initiation  by The Weekend, 

and try to uncover the narrative. 

 

Tristan Santana 
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